
Kohler Power Systems brings truckers a better way  

to keep their comforts in the face of rising fuel costs. 

Introducing the KOHLER® diesel auxiliary power unit 

(aPu), one of the most economical and compact 

aPus on the road. The air-cooled, self-contained unit 

is installed with no intrusion into the truck’s critical 

systems. The KOHLER aPu supplies DC power to 

charge the truck’s battery and provides complete 

heating and cooling for the cab, while minimizing fuel 

consumption. So drivers keep their comforts while 

saving on fuel, engine wear and maintenance.

From independent owners to fleet operators, 
a KOHLER APU sees to it you sacrifice nothing. 



The KOHLER® APU Makes Anti-Idling a Nonissue

The KOHLER 3APU-24V comes equipped with separate space-saving 
evaporator and condenser components. It provides an air-conditioning 
capacity of 12,000 BTu/hour and 10,000 BTu/hour of heating, independent 
of the truck’s climate control system.

Evaporator: unique design provides four airflow cups to distribute the  
air evenly throughout the cabin.  

Condenser: Space-saving design allows condenser to be mounted  
outside of cab, keeping vital under-bunk storage space free.  
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For more information on how a KOHLER aPu makes life on the  
road more economical and comfortable, contact +33 1 4917 8300 
or visit KohlerPower.com/mobile.

n Light and compact – This frame rail mounted power unit 
weighs less than 109 kg and measures a compact 288 mm x 
710 mm x 600 mm H. The power unit can be mounted on the 
truck's frame rail two different ways using the same mounting 
brackets based on driver's preference.

n Powerful engine performance – Powered by an  
air-cooled, 4.7 horsepower engine; single-cylinder,  
2400 rpm, 349 cc displacement.

n Simplified maintenance, solid performance – 
The air-cooled unit uses a belt-driven alternator, which does not 
require intrusion into the truck’s system when installed. When 
synthetic oil is used rather than mineral oil, the KOHLER 
3aPu-24V requires an oil change only every 500 hours. 

n  Warranty – Limited two-year.

n Battery charging – The power unit provides 25 amps  
to keep the truck’s 24-volt battery charged at all times.

n Space saving – The entire 3aPu-24V unit does not take 
up any vital under-bunk storage space. Power unit and 
condenser are mounted outside of the cabin, and the 
evaporator is mounted on the wall inside, leaving vital 
storage space free. 

n Quiet operation – a custom sound-attenuated enclosure 
allows the KOHLER 3aPu-24V to operate at <64 dBa 
at full load.

n Control – Complete in-cab start/stop and heating/ 
cooling adjustments.

n CE-Certified

KOHLER 3aPu-24V FEaTuRES


